
French stereotypes 

This article was written in Leiden Holland by the French pupils 

and their teachers to laugh at themselves and does in no way reflect 

reality or any kind of judgment about our country ... It’s just for fun 

. 

Fanny Poisard, Marie Morisset, Sarah Touis and Nilsen Aissani  

1-The French are heavy wine-drinkers   

 

This stereotype stems from a very true habit , because French wine is really 

delicious , French vineyards are numerous and the sun shines  

2-French people do swallow baguettes and croissants 

everyday !!! 

This is true for baguettes and for croissants at the week end  

 

 

The stereotype for snails and fog-legs are exaggerated because only a few 

people are regular frog and snails eaters and may cannot stand it!  

 



3-Frenchies always wear striped shirts called marinieres 

and berets  

This stems from Chasseurs Alpins which is the first military unit to wear berets 

and the mariniere was worn by the French Marines > the Beret is to  e found in 

the very remote parts of France like Auvergne, Le Berry  

Concern ing the Mariniere Jean Paul Gaultier modernized it and turned it to a 

very fashionable clothes  

4- French people are gourmets good cooks 

 

 

It is because  many great chefs of France worked for royalty, dukes and royal 

families.  So French cooking became famous all over the world > 

But French and particularly younger people do consume junk food and also go to 

Mac donald’s but there is a new trend to eat  healthy and organic food 

 

 



5- French people are constantly on strike ! 

French people are not rude as such 

 

They  are always in rebellion  They are direct , they tend to express  impatience and 

displeasure but it is not that ;such negative , they have the sense of equality and justice 

, they not only struggle for their rights but for the ones of  others 

 

6-French people are trendy  and elegant 

 

Throughout the early 20th century, practically all high fashion originated in 

Paris and to a lesser extent London. Fashion magazines from other countries 

sent editors to the Paris fashion shows. Department stores sent buyers to the 

Paris shows,  

The people are still keen on their Images and fancy to be smart and chic. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fashion_magazine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Department_store


7 French are book worms 

 

 

This is due to the French literature  which has been for French people an object 

of national pride for centuries, and it has been one of the most influential 

components of the literature of Europe writers like Moliere , Racine, La 

Fontaine, Voltaire, Rousseau and Hugo are  examples ] 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literature_of_Europe

